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In 1987, tp24’s Managing Director, Shaun Davis was the 
Managing Director of a thriving Interior Design 
company which mainly provided interior fit-outs for
Showhomes. In 2005, Davis gradually moved his focus across 
to lighting design, but still concentrating on the new home 
developers by providing yet another service to the builders 
and their customers by installing lighting into the new homes 
prior to the buyer moving in.  
When the building regulations changed to make it 
compulsory for the developers to incorporate more
energy saving in new build homes, the tp24 team started to 
investigate the LED lighting market and how to make the 
LED bulb fittings more stylish and smaller in size, without 
compromising on light levels.
In recognition of their innovative designs, tp24 received the 
Best Low Energy Product Award, at Interiors 2013 for their 
super slim G40 LED lamp. 

Could you tell us how tp24 was founded, and a little 
more about how it has evolved into its current form 
please?

Today, tp24 continues to thrive as a leading LED 
lighting designer manufacturer and supplier of low energy light 
fittings, providing LED lighting schemes to a wide range of clients 
including the hospitality sector.  Whether it’s a new build large 
hotel, a boutique B & B or a funky Wine Bar, the tp24 team
deliver inspirational LED lighting schemes to enhance any
hospitality environment.

Could you talk about tp24’s team, facilities and
operational set-up?

tp24’s extensive product range of over 500 LED lights is stocked 
in the UK enabling a quick delivery
With everyone in tp24 working in close proximity to one
another means that communication between each team is

constant with a ‘hands on’ approach.

What makes tp24 a good fit for the hospitality market?

With over 13 years’ experience of supplying lighting to the 
UK market tp24’s new LED lighting range, Abstract, a Linear, 
Modular platform enables the customer to design the light fitting 
required for the space, be it a large, striking piece for reception,



dining and conference areas, wall lighting for a lobby or 
subtle bedroom lighting.

I think the most important piece of advice for hotel-
iers regarding their lighting is to always keep at the 
forefront of your mind that the aesthetics of the light 
should be the second thought not the first when it 
comes to lighting a space. Yes you want it to look good 
and work with your overall scheme, but most impor-
tantly; does it light the space in a way as to please and 
assist your customer?

Onwards and upwards; the tp24 team are constantly 
striving to encompass the innovation of the LED
lighting market to the forefront of their designs and 
with the continuous growth of remote controls and 
app technology, we see this as the next step of the LED 
lighting generation.

What would be the key piece of advice you 
would give to hoteliers with regards to their 
lighting scheme?

What do you envisage for tp24 going forwards?


